INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADJURE “PHAST LOCK” BUCKETS
Included with Bucket:
1- Bucket.
2- Mounting bracket (attached).
3- ¾” triple tree mounting block.
4- Bulb socket (ground wire attached to bucket & mount).
5- Wave washer “locator ring”.
6- Bezel.
7- Nylon rod with small spring attached.
8- Chrome: Pinch bolt, hex nut and 2 flat washers
Adjures buckets are held together by a nylon rod. Half of the rod groove is in the bucket
and the other half is in the bezel. When they are lined up you can remove or replace the
rod easily.
The bucket should be fully assembled when you receive it.
To Disassemble:
1- Pop the end of the small spring off one end of the rod.
2- Push the bezel evenly against the bucket then pull on rod NOT SPRING. The rod
should pull out easy when the grooves are lined up.
You will now be able to remove the bezel and the rest of the components.
To Assemble:
1- Place locator ring inside bucket making sure you line up the tab in the bucket with
the cutout in the ring. Facing bucket the locator notch should be to the left of the
tab.
2- Place the lamp in the bucket making sure the Adjure logo on the lens is dead
center bottom. Move lamp back and forth to make sure lamp is fitting correctly
inside the ring.
3- Place bezel in bucket and push evenly until bezel is flush with bucket (all the way
around). This will line up the grooves.
4- Then push the nylon rod all the way in until you can see both ends. Then pop the
end of the small spring over the open end of the rod and you are finished.
Note: If the nylon rod is not going in easily, check the locator ring placement or the
lamp into the locator. Some times you can push in on the lamp and turn it from side to
side until you feel it lock into place. Hold it in place and push the bezel on, change
from holding lamp in to holding the bezel in and then try inserting the rod.

